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Students labeled in the margins the different types of evidence presented facts, statistics, interviews,
quotations and appeals used ethos, logos, pathos. The problem is caused by man not having job. In the second
box, labeled "To what extent do you agree with his position? Finally, the concept attainment approach gets
students to use an assisted discovery process to improve grammar and spelling on the basis of examples from
their own writing. One effect is the family gets sick. Many writing tasks that students will be asked to do
involve reading and responding to the arguments and proposals of others. They then take a sheet of paper and
draw a line down the middle, labeling one side "School Neighborhood" and the other "Fabulous Forties.
Streamlined organization keeps the focus on the essays themselves. Give students multiple opportunities, both
collaboratively and independently, to practice the thinking involved in argumentation. Six student essays, two
in each section, provide models for academic assignments. As students read in preparation for writing an
argument, they should look for evidence they can use to inform their valid and logical claims and to critique
other claims and evidence they might read. The teacher shows students a "Yes" example and then a "No"
example, with other similar examples covered by a blank piece of paper. Nevertheless, they typically highlight
many more appealing qualities they feel the Fabulous Forties are missing, such as ethnic diversity, mass
transit, nearby stores, and affordable housing. Teachers should help students focus not only on comprehending
the texts but also on inferring deeper meanings, identifying the writer's craft, and seeking patterns in the text.
The essays here address topics students care about, from race in America to transgender identity, with careful
attention to voice, tone, and figurative language. For example, students drew three boxes for each of the three
parts of the prompt. We then asked students what they thought caused the problem, using the sentence starter,
"The problem is caused by â€¦. Another solution is ask people for help. Model and think aloud so students hear
and see the reading strategies you're using. Figure 1. Yes Houses are cheap in our neighborhood. Back in the
classroom, students use their observations and research data to review their list of important neighborhood
qualities and put a check mark on the ones located in their neighborhood. We modeled this concept in various
waysâ€”for example, by saying, and adding the appropriate sound effects, "My stomach is growling. In the
first box, which was labeled "What is the author's position?


